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Dust to Dust 

 

Oh, those palms so green and strong, waved aloft in joyful throng, 

then moisture leaves and colors fade, as age and brittleness degrade 

until upon the flames they’re cast, to burn ‘til all that’s left is ash. 

 

From palms so strong and proud and tall, to ashes, dirty, messy, small, 

a pile of cinders gray, of dust, meaningless, of nothingness, 

just powder fine, complete decay, a breath of wind could sweep away. 

 

But then the blessed and holy oil from olives grown from earth, from soil, 

is mixed with ashes, made a paste, and with a thumb a cross is traced  

on heads of every time and place, absolving sin through Love’s embrace. 

 

A sign of loss and grief and death, the end of life, our dying breath, 

we contradict the very thought that someday we could be as naught, 

always fighting ‘gainst the fact that death we cannot counteract. 

 

The ashes make that clear and true, yet grief and sorrow can’t pursue 

for in the shape the ashes make, that cross on which love for our sake 

died in our place and for our sin new life to win, hope’s born again. 

 

From dust of stars to clay of earth, scooped up and shaped and brought to birth, 

we live and labor, laugh and love, imbued with fire from above, 

not only earth-bound clay and dust, but spirit-filled and heaven-thrust. 

 

The palms to ashes symbolize how fragile and how short our lives, 

which makes each moment precious, dear, too short to spend in hate or fear, 

but rather with an attitude of love and joy and gratitude. 

 

And when we face the truth of death, of end of life, of dying breath, 

then on our heads the ashes’ shape reminds of us Christ’s great escape 

from death’s dark bonds to life anew – for him, for us, for me, for you. 

 

From palms to ashes, life to death, from life’s first gasp to dying breath, 

that’s only half of God’s design for us, both mortal and divine. 

The other half’s from ash to earth to seed to plant to new life’s birth. 

 

Almighty God, take us we pray and shape us, mold us every day 

to be the creatures you desire, born of water, earth, wind, fire, 

filled with love and faith and trust, along life’s way from dust to dust.  Amen 


